Poetic visions shaped by the environment

By Joe Levy

Snyder, an ex-poet and a former UC student body president, has been called "the man with a thick mustache." His poetry has inspired him towards political activism. He has a PhD in English and is currently teaching at the University of Cincinnati. His latest book, "Turtle Island," explores complex environmental issues.

Elections Board keeps funding secret

To mean confidentially, Student Government Elections Board, voted yesterday not to release campaign expenditures statements by student candidates.

Michael Plou, chairman of elections board, said the expenditure statements would be released after the election.

Board did not want to interfere in the candidates' activities, and releasing the expenditure statements would have done so. Elections board voted 6-0 to retain the confidentiality of the candidates campaign expenditures.

Snyder, a C. of elections rules and procedures states, "The elections board will file a report that lists the candidates' expenditures in a confidential manner on the following dates; April 6, 16, 23, April 19, and May 6, 1987. The board is not required to file if expenditure violations are proved.

Campaign expenditures may not exceed $500, student body president $150, student body vice-president $75, university senator-at-large, $75 campaign offices, $20 student senator.

Commemoration change

Mailman to distribute diplomas

The post has retained some faith in human survival, many of the minority of misguided individuals... minority which he said was millions of people. "There have been enough to push the nature Initiative on the ballot in California, enough to stop the SST (substitute for the transportation), enough to slow down the Alaska pipeline.

Environmentalism has seeped into the last section of the book is a series of environmental events. In addition to being a public per- person who chants and sings his poetry, a writer and an activist, Snyder is also a teacher. He is currently teaching a verse-writing course at the University of Cincinnati. This book includes a found poem called "Turtle Island." The book is presented to portray the natural world and its beauty.

The last section of the book is a series of environmental events. In addition to being a public person who chants and sings his poetry, a writer and an activist, Snyder is also a teacher. He is currently teaching a verse-writing course at the University of Cincinnati. This book includes a found poem called "Turtle Island." The book is presented to portray the natural world and its beauty.

Student Gallery winner

Student Gallery first place photo, won the NewsRecord's initial Student Photograph award for the right image. Wood's photograph was chosen by Bob Lynn, Cincinnati Post photographer, over others of the four competitors.

"I love the whole idea of photography," Wood said. "I use photography as a way to express myself. I think it's a great form of art."
Carnival atmosphere kicks off full-state campaign

By Valarie Brown

Dr. Elin Studt, state senator from Minnesota and former UC Board of Trustees member, gave the keynote address during the UC Women's Week April 9-19. The celebration featured 30 public events including workshops, seminars, concerts, conferences, and concerts. Studt, recently appointed director of the new Center for Minnesota Folklore Studies, is the author of several publications on American folk culture and has written on Appalachian folklore.

She will speak on Thursday, April 11 in Room 401A (College Room) TUC.

UC's second annual Women's Week is sponsored by the UC Women's (now National) Advisory Board.

Workshop topics include "Motherhood and the Middle-Class," "Returning to School and Managing Responsibilities," and "Baby Dancing," among others.

In the seven films scheduled for "Audra Duncan," "The Black Woman," and "Nicholas and the Princess," women's Work will open with a presentation of information from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday in the UC Old Library.
Carter ‘unfit to be President’, Bond

By Andy Tulli NR staff writer

Jimmy Carter, Democratic presidential candidate and Georgia governor, “is a liar and unfit to be President of the United States,” and Georgia State Senator (Dem), Julian Bond, speaking in the Faculty Lounge, Tuesday.

Cartel’s explanation for using the term “ethic piles” is in reference to neighborhoods that did not satisfy Bond. “It is horrendous to the core in that a liar could not begin to talk about ‘truthy’ value,” Bond said. He advised that he had a combination of three colleges, DAA, CCM and the A&S field, and Randle said “his time to Arts; students will learn film techni- "equivalent to any program in the country. "We reassess the role’ of UC’s broad- "Every course will be the best in its field; and Randle said “this is not a result to do for them.”

Supreme Court rules against gays

In spite of the recent trend ex- ploiting the rights of people in this Country, the Supreme Court ruled recently that privacy clearances and other areas, leave homosexuals open to prosecution for committing prohibiting homosexual conduct by, consenting adults - by up to delinquency.”·

Although homosexuals concede ample of homophobia - the college is now in time, the students will be taught in class that they should, and are likely to do so in future, Bond said before this late date. "This was a plain, simple exertion of homophobia - the irrational and false hatred of homosexuals," the executive director of the National Gay Task Force complained.

TYRE VANCE, student body presi- dent, in his prepared statement, which was typical of many hearing that day, concluded "things have improved." Vance is a senior at UC in 1980, and is likely to be a candidate in the upcoming national election. Vance also added, "This is a typical example of the hypocrisy and lack of moral delinquency.#"

"To avoid this atmosphere, a high- level hearing officer, and a forum for the students to express their views, is in order," Vance said. "This is not a result to do for them." Vance concluded. "I told administrators months ago that I would still like to have the students and other the candidates’ forum is scheduled for April 26-29 at the Convention Center."

By Terry Kramer NR University Editor

Cincinnati Magazine is about to change its name, and to be known as the “Cincinnati Magazine of the University of Cincinnati.” The new name will be in effect with the next issue. The magazine will be published monthly, and will be available at the newsstand.

Cincinnati Magazine will continue to feature articles on local events, and will include articles on national events as well. The magazine will also feature interviews with local and national politicians, and will include photos and illustrations of local events.

By Rob Bowman NR staff writer

Two candidates for Student Government executive offices Tuesday night declined to speak during a candidates’ forum in Sanders Hall because there were no questions from the students. These candidates were Richard Berkheimer, candidate for student body president, and Patsy Love, candidate for student body vice president.

Richard Berkheimer, candidate for student body president, left the forum after the candidates’ forum in Sanders Hall, where most of the candidates were present. Berkheimer, who is currently serving as student body president, said that he would still like to speak during the forum.

Today

The Bucs will host the Miami Redhawks at 7:30 p.m. in the Assembly. The game is the first of a three-game series.

Saturday

The first game of the weekend will feature the Bucs against the Florida Gators at 1 p.m. The Gators will be joined by the Miami Redhawks.

Sunday

The second game of the weekend will feature the Bucs against the Florida Gators at 1 p.m. The Gators will be joined by the Miami Redhawks.

Monday

The third game of the weekend will feature the Bucs against the Florida Gators at 1 p.m. The Gators will be joined by the Miami Redhawks.
The Committee feels it is necessary to shorten the time students spend four years in preparation for graduation. They, as well as their parents, look to commencement day as the crowning achievement in their studies, and rightly so. The mandatory westing is to be halted by the students, for those who have failed to graduate four years in length, will have more time to prepare for graduation.

The Committee argues that UC is one of the few remaining universities in this country to retain the tradition of distributing diplomas at graduation. They hold that UC retains this tradition for one reason and one reason only: because other universities have done so. Good judgment is not the follow by which to treat others.

The environment already exists of personal contact, that is, students are known by their social security numbers, courses, college, and so on. By retaining this tradition, the students will be able to receive their diplomas even though they may have to complete on time. By withdrawing the diplomas, professors will have time to submit students’ final grades, thus eliminating “illegal” graduation.

Other reasons cited by the Committee for adopting this measure include: eliminating lines at graduation; conducting a foster ceremony, allowing for easier seating arrangements; and alleviating embarrassment for those students with outstanding fees.

The Committee feels it is imperative that students who have not completed their course work be prevented from receiving diplomas. However, why should, DC relinquish this tradition simply as they have done? Good judgment is not the follow by which to treat others.

The major reason cited by committee members of The Committee argues that UC is one of the few remaining universities in this country to retain the tradition of distributing diplomas at graduation. They hold that UC retains this tradition for one reason and one reason only: because other universities have done so. Good judgment is not the follow by which to treat others.

The environment already exists of personal contact, that is, students are known by their social security numbers, courses, college, and so on. By retaining this tradition, the students will be able to receive their diplomas even though they may have to complete on time. By withdrawing the diplomas, professors will have time to submit students’ final grades, thus eliminating “illegal” graduation.

Other reasons cited by the Committee for adopting this measure include: eliminating lines at graduation; conducting a foster ceremony, allowing for easier seating arrangements; and alleviating embarrassment for those students with outstanding fees.

The Committee feels it is imperative that students who have not completed their course work be prevented from receiving diplomas. However, why should, DC relinquish this tradition simply as they have done? Good judgment is not the follow by which to treat others.

The major reason cited by committee members of The Committee argues that UC is one of the few remaining universities in this country to retain the tradition of distributing diplomas at graduation. They hold that UC retains this tradition for one reason and one reason only: because other universities have done so. Good judgment is not the follow by which to treat others.
Presidential candidates state stances...

M. J. Rahn

Dorm price increases—Our campaign is against all dorm fee hikes, very close to what the students' unions have proposed for the $20 fee, which we believe is too high.

Academic Advising—There are not enough people, faculty, or even general students who are aware of the academic advising program at the University. I consider this a top priority for the administration.

David Williams

Dorm price increases—The proposed increase of $30 is too much. With this type of increase the dorms will be priced higher than comparable dorms in the city. This means we will have to find a more efficient use of our funds, or at the very least, we will have to look at how we can make the dorms more cost-effective.

Academic Advising—Neither the current advising system nor the Minority Groups Counseling Center has been effective, and I believe that the Academic Advising office needs to be restructured to provide better services to the students.

Rick Berkemeier

Dorm price increases—We can't keep hiring more people to administrate the University. I believe the current system needs to be re-evaluated and streamlined.

Academic Advising—The Minority Groups Counseling Center is effective and useful, but it needs to be more accessible to the students.

Jack Effron

Dorm price increases—This is a complex issue, and I believe that the students' unions should not make promises they can't keep. When the Board of Trustees raises the price of dorms, it should be because it has to, not because it wants to.

Academic Advising—This is an effective and useful program at the University, but it needs to be more accessible to the students.

Donald Jones

Dorm price increases—The Administration should give more information about their plans before they implement any increases. I believe that the students should be involved in the decision-making process.

Academic Advising—The administration should be more open to suggestions from the students and should listen to their concerns.

Frank Nichols

Dorm price increases—We should be careful with the proposed dorm price increases. I believe that the current system needs to be re-evaluated and streamlined.

Academic Advising—I believe that the Minority Groups Counseling Center is effective and useful, but it needs to be more accessible to the students.

Richard Reif

Dorm price increases—I would like to say that the Board of Trustees is trying to increase dorm fees, but unfortunately the students' unions are not aware of this. I believe that we should work with the Board to find a solution that is fair to everyone.

Academic Advising—I believe that the academic advising program is effective, but it needs to be more accessible to the students.

Jack Effron

Dorm price increases—This is a complex issue, and I believe that the students' unions should not make promises they can't keep. When the Board of Trustees raises the price of dorms, it should be because it has to, not because it wants to.

Academic Advising—This is an effective and useful program at the University, but it needs to be more accessible to the students.

Donald Jones

Dorm price increases—The Administration should give more information about their plans before they implement any increases. I believe that the students should be involved in the decision-making process.

Academic Advising—The administration should be more open to suggestions from the students and should listen to their concerns.

Frank Nichols

Dorm price increases—We should be careful with the proposed dorm price increases. I believe that the current system needs to be re-evaluated and streamlined.

Academic Advising—I believe that the Minority Groups Counseling Center is effective and useful, but it needs to be more accessible to the students.

David Winston

Dorm price increases—Increasing dorm prices is a necessity. We need to keep up with the rising cost of living and provide a decent education for our students.

Academic Advising—An urban, academic advising program would be more effective than the current system, because it provides more personalized attention to each student.

David Williams

Dorm price increases—The proposed increase of $30 is too much. With this type of increase the dorms will be priced higher than comparable dorms in the city. This means we will have to find a more efficient use of our funds, or at the very least, we will have to look at how we can make the dorms more cost-effective.

Academic Advising—Neither the current advising system nor the Minority Groups Counseling Center has been effective, and I believe that the Academic Advising office needs to be restructured to provide better services to the students.

Rick Berkemeier

Dorm price increases—We can't keep hiring more people to administrate the University. I believe the current system needs to be re-evaluated and streamlined.

Academic Advising—The Minority Groups Counseling Center is effective and useful, but it needs to be more accessible to the students.

Jack Effron

Dorm price increases—This is a complex issue, and I believe that the students' unions should not make promises they can't keep. When the Board of Trustees raises the price of dorms, it should be because it has to, not because it wants to.

Academic Advising—This is an effective and useful program at the University, but it needs to be more accessible to the students.

Donald Jones

Dorm price increases—The Administration should give more information about their plans before they implement any increases. I believe that the students should be involved in the decision-making process.

Academic Advising—The administration should be more open to suggestions from the students and should listen to their concerns.

Frank Nichols

Dorm price increases—We should be careful with the proposed dorm price increases. I believe that the current system needs to be re-evaluated and streamlined.

Academic Advising—I believe that the Minority Groups Counseling Center is effective and useful, but it needs to be more accessible to the students.

David Winston

Dorm price increases—Increasing dorm prices is a necessity. We need to keep up with the rising cost of living and provide a decent education for our students.

Academic Advising—An urban, academic advising program would be more effective than the current system, because it provides more personalized attention to each student.
Gary Snyder surveys poetic geography

By Micah Milo NE Entertainment Staff

A&M records is promoting a new jazz album called Holland which could set identifiable standards for the future of jazz marketing. The five albums reviewed below range in jazz spectrum. Most importantly, though, they are thoughtfully packaged for broad appeal, and all are strong apologies to public over artistic injection.

For musicians and graphic designers, impressions of an album are made when possible—a very sensory-pleasing package. Booklet feature is a "graphic score," a horizontal bar graph of a standard melody by time with instruments lined and used to mark their entries horizontally. The score quality is excellent, high, and although not used in the listening, a "score title" diagram is provided on most albums.

The albums offer a fair representation of the state of jazz from the standpoint of existing recordings. A "stereo mix diagram" is provided although not needed in this listening, and uses his sweet tone with courage, and uses his sweet tone with courage, and relies heavily on cliché.

A great late night album. basic beat rhythm with the traditional rhythm section playing "Round Midnight," and, essentially, a "survive and stretch" take the listener, exploring with every note exposure, "east" of the listener. It is a composite of style and sound, a mellow album, farther down the road charted by Desmond's ideas and tone. A very, rarely faltering and never failing, effort is the mark of a professional.

Dave Liebman, Sweet Hands

By Glen Miller NE Entertainment Staff

A public reading by Gary Snyder, OLL Humanities profesor for 1976, is the stroke and plate of an angry idea in San Francisco. That was the thrust of the hearing in the strength of Gonzales voice and dealt the line and the expansion opening of uncles into a resurrection. The Pulitzer Prize winning poet is a poet of the fishes, neither in his poetry nor in his persona. He stands simply, works and waste, most easily, red-tailed hawk, round-tined gullies and Italian melonies, as though the TUC were a dirt road he was hitchhiking up. He gets a dedicated dignity to the hopeful
to rise in the listener's voice.

Today jobs Jobs Jobs

By Clarke Casati DMA Instrumental Performance Staff

This is a kind of series considered to supplement our column promoting the U.S. The U.S. positions are full time jobs, and they are the kind that are required in the U.S. and abroad. However, if you are interested in the work and hard working. Excellent opportunity to continue to work on a part time basis. The positions are listed in the job description for the full time positions, and there is a job description for the part time positions.

You have something to share with the people of the rural South and Appalachia—youself. Find out about the opportunities to live in a rural community, and you are invited to provide further information about your rural home with us; no charge.

**Sizes and Prices**

- *WEB:* XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL
- *WASH:* XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL
- *DRY:* None

**Preferences**

- Show:
  - *WEB:* XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL
  - *WASH:* XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL
  - *DRY:* None

**Ordering**

- *WEB:* XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL
- *WASH:* XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL
- *DRY:* None

**Delivery**

- *WEB:* XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL
- *WASH:* XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL
- *DRY:* None

**Contact**

- *WEB:* XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL
- *WASH:* XXS, XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL
- *DRY:* None
Women lose tennis match

Golfers up to par

UC signs local cager

Eight easy steps how to be a cheerleader

By Bob Hanley

If these directions are followed, you can make yourself into a cheerleader—scho- no guarantee you'll make the team! Impending裁, "like play the part, have the attitude— you were just starting to adjust from playing basketball," she added.

Statistic Announcer said, "Michigan is going to be a challenge. We are not going to be careless in any way."

The Florida trip was more than a vacation for Greg. Clemmons said, "Greg has been an outstanding athlete."

Clemmons added, "He's a team player and he's the type of athlete that we're looking for here at UC."

Clemmons, "Greg has been an outstanding athlete."

"He's our number one (recruiting) goal at the beginning of the season."

The old pro must worry that she can't make it this year. The most important thing is that Greg is that he's a good Catholic, Kim,"

Hustler and Penthouse. Lynne Friedmann

GARAGESALE. Gidding's to Woolworth's. REMEMBER DAA? I do!

REMEMBER DAA? I do! Lynne Friedmann

Tennis team turnaround?

The UC men's tennis team slipped from 1-2 in the conference to 1-2 in the conference.

"Jeff Kruernpelman was a senior at UC and Butler fourth at 760."

"They (the Florida teams) had some trouble with their team and they were concerned."

"He (Greg) chose to come here."

"We think this year we can win our second straight conference title."

"The Florida trip was more than a vacation for Greg."

"Ginga well" and scored five goals for UC in a losing effort.

"Clemmons added, "He's a team player and he's the type of athlete that we're looking for here at UC."

"They (the Florida teams) had some trouble with their team and they were concerned."

"He (Greg) chose to come here."

"Greg has been an outstanding athlete."

"The old pro must worry that she can't make it this year. The most important thing is that Greg is that he's a good Catholic, Kim,"
Ball State whipped Bearcat runners

by C.J. Schmidt

Ball State continued its tour of Ohio by defeating Cincinnati Wednesday night at home track meet.

Behind the strong short distance running, Ball State captured first place in the middle distance events by taking 11 of its 18 points. The Bearcats also showed strength in the field events, taking first place in the long jump, high jump, and javelin.

Cincinnati's best performance came in the middle distance events. Bearcats made a great comeback in the 440 yard dash and placed second in the 220 yard dash.

In the long jump, Paul Kahlil made one of the most spectacular runs of the day. Refusing not one step with only three hops to go, and with this, he captured first place. With only one left, he removed the remaining three and scored the golden touch to finish second.

Running in the steep slope, Paul Kahlil made second jump not the most spectacular run of the day. Refusing not one step with only three holes to go, and with this, he captured first place. With only one left, he removed the remaining three and scored the golden touch to finish second.

When Louisville seemed ready to jump, high jump and javelin. The Bearcats outdistanced host UC and dropped to third place. Ball State beat with its strong short distance running, it failed to finish the mile and dropped to third place.

Cincinnati took first in the long jump, high jump and javelin. The Bearcats also showed strength in the middle distance events by taking first in the 440 yard dash and placing second in the 220 yard dash.

UC wins seven straight

By Don Halbig

The baseball Bearcats won their sixth and seventh straight games Wednesday, beating Cleveland State 2-1 in 12 innings and 1-2 at Municipal Stadium in Cleveland.

Cincinnati's best performance came in the middle distance events. Bearcats made a great comeback in the 440 yard dash and placed second in the 220 yard dash.

Hamsters & Gerbils

Tropical Fish

Parakeets

SNAKES

PARRIOT

PARROTS

SNAKES

VILLAGE

VINE STREET

UNIVERSITY

VILLAGE

Critters

Extremely large 5 room apartment completely re-decorated walk-in closets, eat-in kitchen, porch, heat, water, stove, and refrigerator furnished.

Lease $250

Call 891-3122 or 281-3222

U.S. 395

3531 Sepulveda Blvd., Sepulveda, Ca. 91343

Rock T. Shirts

Why pay extra? Price $350 & 99¢ varying each. Any box $10.00 handling included. Send cash or money order and shoes will be dropped the same day. Checks, allow 2 weeks for payment. Assorted bright colors. Sizes S-M-L-

Bad Company

Lynyrd Skynyrd

Black Sabbath

Jimi Hendrix

Led Zeppelin

Lynyrd Skynyrd

The Who

Bruce Springsteen

Aerosmith

Elton John

Jimi Hendrix

Black Sabbath

The Who

Robin Trower

Bad Company

Yes

Super Special Led Zeppelin

$3.00 & 50¢ Handling

Telephone: Tins, April 20 7:30 P.M.

THE PEOPLE'S BICENTENNIAL COMMISSION Gina a b i t o f t h e

A Lecture: Union, Apr 19 7:30 P.M.

FREED illumination. FREE

Zimmer Aud. FREE

THE CUPBOARD

A COMPLETE SHOPPING TRIP

2613 VINE ST. 281-8110

This is where the

presented a lecture.

STUDENT SPEAKERS BUREAU

PRESENTS

A LECTURE: Tins, April 19 7:30 P.M.

FREE Zimmer Aud. FREE

THE PEOPLE'S BICENTENNIAL COMMISSION

grant a bit of the

illumination. FREE

THE CUPBOARD

A COMPLETE SHOPPING TRIP

2613 VINE ST. 281-8110

This is where the

presented a lecture.

STUDENT SPEAKERS BUREAU

PRESENTS

A LECTURE: Tins, April 19 7:30 P.M.

FREE Zimmer Aud. FREE

THE PEOPLE'S BICENTENNIAL COMMISSION